Let G be a finite group of Lie type. We construct a finite monoid J? having G as the group of units. JÍ has properties analogous to the canonical compactification of a reductive group. The complex representation theory of J! yields Harish-Chandra's philosophy of cuspidal representations of G . The main purpose of this paper is to determine the irreducible modular representations of J! . We then show that all the irreducible modular representations of G come (via the 1942 work of Clifford) from the one-dimensional representations of the maximal subgroups of J! . This yields a semigroup approach to the modular representation theory of G, via the full rank factorizations of the 'sandwich matrices' of Ji. We then determine the irreducible modular representations of any finite monoid of Lie type.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to construct, for each finite group of Lie type, a certain monoid modeled on the canonical compactification of DeConcini and Procesi [6] for reductive groups. The natural way of accomplishing this is to start with a linear algebraic monoid M with Frobenius endomorphism a : M -► M yielding a finite monoid M" = {x £ M \ a(x) = x}. This provides us with a highly structured procedure for constructing a large class of monoids of Lie type. The correct choice of M then yields our canonical compactification Ma . For the purpose of relating the modular and complex representation theories of Ma and its unit group G, we are naturally led to considering a universal central extension J! of Ma . We are able to construct this universal compactification J? = J?(G) abstractly starting with any group G of Lie type. For clarity in exposition we do this first, saving a discussion of the monoids M" to the last section.
Using our universal monoid we count up the irreducible modular representations whose restriction to the unit group is irreducible. Using another counting method, we then find that any irreducible representation of Jf restricts to an irreducible representation of G. This essentially reduces the enumeration of irreducible modular representations of any finite monoid of Lie type to a combinatorial problem. Using the results of Clifford [2, 3] , we are then able to show that the degree of a modular irreducible representation cp of G is equal to the rank of a certain matrix associated with cp and Jf. In fact the full rank factorization of the 'sandwich' matrix yields cp . In particular, we show that the modular Steinberg representation of G has an idempotent separating extension to Jf.
We also include a brief discussion of complex representations of -# mainly for the purpose of pointing out that J( also has natural connections with the complex representation theory of G. In particular, every irreducible representation of G is a component of the restriction to G of an irreducible cuspidal representation of J(, yielding a new interpretation of Harish-Chandra's philosophy of cuspidal representations.
The universal canonical compactification
Let M be a finite monoid with group of units G. If X ç M, we let E(X) = {e £ X | e2 = e}. M is regular if a £ aMa for all a e M. For e £ E = E(M), the following three subgroups of G are of critical importance in our work: p = p(e) = CG(e) = {x£G\xe = exe}, p-= p~(e) = CG(e) = {x£G\ex = exe}, L = L(e) = CG(e) = {x £ G | xe = ex}.
Let G be a finite group of Lie type with Coxeter graph T, cf. [1] . For a parabolic subgroup P of G, we let RU(P) denote its unipotent radical. By a (finite) monoid of Lie type on G, we mean a finite regular monoid M with zero 0 and having group of units G such that M is generated by F = E (M) and G, and (1) For all e£E, P(e), P~(e) are opposite parabolic subgroups of G and for all u £ Ru(P(e)), v £ Ru(P~(e)), ue = e = ev .
(2) For all e, f £ E, eM = fM or Me = Mf implies x~xex = f for some x £ G. Monoids of Lie type were introduced in [11] with a different name (regular split monoids) as an abstraction of certain properties of linear algebraic monoids [9, 13, 16] . Section 4 and [17] provide examples of special monoids of Lie type.
Let M be a monoid of Lie type on G. Then G has a two-sided action on M. Let % denote the set of G x G orbits of M. These are the ^-classes of M in the usual sense [4] . Define GaG > GbG if b £ MaM. In this way ^ becomes a lattice. There is a cross section of idempotents of ej (J £ %) such that J = GejG and for all JX,J2£(2¿, ej^eh = eheJx = eJ[Aj2. A = {ej\ J £%} is called a cross section lattice. Moreover, M = E(M)G and for all J £ %,
There is a type map X : % -y 2r such that for all J € %, P(ej) -PX(j), P~(ej) = Px~iJ) ■ We write pJ > PJ >LJyUj> UJ for Pk(J), P-(J), LX(J), UHJ), U^J}, respectively. We call X(J) the type of J (and ej ), X the type of M. This type map completely determines the system of idempotents of M. For / £ %(, let Kj = {x £ G | xej = ejx = ej}.
Then Kj <Lj . Let
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The type map X along with the data 3£(M), completely classifies a monoid of Lie type. We refer to [11, 12, 13] 6¡(ax) = ad¡(x), 6¡(xa) = 6¡(x)a for all x £ Pj~P¡, a £ L¡.
We are now in a position to construct the universal compactification Jf = Jf(G). This is the universal monoid of Lie type with the properties of some very special monoids M" that we will construct in Theorems 4.7 and 4.10. The monoids Ma are derived from linear algebraic monoids M which are cones on the compactification of a reductive group. The importance of J£ will be clear in Sections 2 and 3. Let zi = mxs^xsm~xv . Then since z e Pf , we see that zx e Pj~ and 6¡(z) -6¡(zx). Since sx~xs £ Pk we see that zx = mxÖK(sx ls)m~xw for some w £ Uk • Let z2 = mx8K(sxls)m~x £ LK . Then z\ = z2w £PKn Pf -L,nK (LK n Uf)(UK n F-).
So z2 € LInK(LK n Uf), w £ UK n Pf . Hence
In particular, 8¡(z) £ P¡ P\Pk = P¡nK ■ So l~XX-Xxl £ U,6,(z) Ç U,PInK Ç P¡nK.
Moreover, since U¡ U Uk Q U¡nK » 6¡nK(ixlx-xxi) = eInK{o,{z)) = eIrxK{eI{z1)eI(w)) = e¡nK(d¡(z2)) = ö/njt(z2), since t/f ç UfnK = 9InK(mxeK(sxls)m~x).
Similarly mxtxt~xm~x £ PfnK. Now since txt~x £ Pf, mxtxt~xm~x e mxeK(hrx)m-xUf . Since Uf ç UfnK,
= dmK(mxeK(sxxs)m~x) = e,nK(ix-lxx-xxi).
It follows that the multiplication on J( is well defined. We next prove associativity. It follows that e¡ and / are conjugate, proving the theorem. D Let ICY. Then Jf = 7/U{0} is a subsemigroup of JÍ, which is completely 0-simple. This means (since JK is finite and regular) that Jf has no proper ideals, cf. [4] . The maximal subgroup of e¡ is just e¡L¡ = L¡ and e¡^e¡ = Jf(Lf).
The Rees theorem [4, Theorem 3.5] gives the structure of Jf as a matrix semigroup over L¡. The multiplication is twisted by a sandwich matrix which we can describe easily. Let G/Pf = {Pfax,... , Pfat}, G/PI = {bxP,,... , btPf}.
The sandwich matrix is the t x t matrix S = (dj(a¡b¡)) where 6¡ is taken to be zero on G\PfP¡.
Jf can be thought of as the set of all txt matrices over L/ U {0} with at most one nonzero entry and with the multiplication given by:
A o F = ASB
We will let J; = GU7/U{0}. Then Jfi is a submonoid of ^# and is itself a monoid of Lie type on G. We also note that %(Jf) = {J¡\ I C Y} U {0} and for all /, F ç T, Jfjf = jfnK . Then there is a unique surjective homomorphism cp: JKj -> M(J) such that cp(e¡) = ej and cp is the identity map on G.
Modular representations
Let p denote the natural characteristic of G, k = ¥p. By a (modular) representations of G, we will mean in this section, a representation cp : G -y GL(n, k) . We will let k[G] denote the group algebra of G over k . By a G-module we will mean a /c[G]-module.
Let M be a monoid of Lie type on G. We will mean by a (modular) representation of M, a homomorphism cp : M -> ./#"(*:) such that cp(\) -1 and cp(0) = 0. We will let Ko[M] denote the contracted semigroup algebra of M over k (i.e., the zero of M is the zero of Ko [M] ). Then the representations of M are in a natural 1-1 correspondence with the nonzero 7c0[yVf]-modules. By an M-module we will mean a >co[M]-module. We will use the same notation for any semigroup with zero. Proposition 2.1. Let G be a reductive group defined over k and Ga an associated finite group of Lie type. Let y/ : G -» GL(n, k) be a representation, cp the restriction of y/ to Ga . Let B, B~ be opposite astable Borel subgroups of G, T = B n B~ . Then there is a minimal nonzero idempotent e9 £ E(K.y/(T)) such that y/(B) ç P(e9), y/(B~) C P~(e>). For g £ G, a £ Jfn(K), let ga = y/(g)a, ag = ay/(g). Then M<p = GaU GaCfGo U {0} is a monoid of Lie type on Ga and there is a representation cp : M9 -» J?n(K) with cp(g) = cp(g) for g £Ga, ^¡(e^) = ev .
Proof. Let Gx = K*y/(G). Then Gx is a reductive group. Let Mx = Gx, the closure in Jtn(K). Then Mx is a regular linear algebraic monoid and the existence of e = ev follows from [ We now use a result of Clifford [2, 3] to obtain some information about the degree of an irreducible modular representation of G. 
Complex representations
Let G be a finite group of Lie type. By a representation of G, we will mean in this section, a homomorphism cp : G -> GL(n, C). If M is a finite monoid of Lie type on G, we will mean by a representation of M, a homomorphism cp : M -y Jfn(C) such that cp(\) = 1 and <p(0) = 0.
An irreducible representation cp : G -> GL(n, C) is cuspidal if for any I ÇY, £>(") = 0.
«€17/ Then Harish-Chandra observed, cf. [ 1, Chapter 9] that for any irreducible representation cp of G, there is a subset I CY and an irreducible cuspidal representation 6 of L/ such that if 6 is the lift of 6 from L¡ to P/ (i.e., 6 is _/~y trivial on U¡ ), then cp is a component of the induced representation 6P . In this way the irreducible representations of G are classified according to which Levi subgroup L/ they come from. This philosophy of Harish-Chandra along with a submonoid of Jf(G) was used by Okniñski and one of the authors [8] to show that any complex representation of a monoid of Lie type is completely reducible. This result along with the decomposition of [16] are used by Solomon [ 18] 
Reductive monoids and finite monoids
Let M be a reductive, algebraic monoid with unit group G = G(M). By this we mean that M = G is a linear algebraic monoid, cf. [10] , with G being a reductive group. If the center ZG of G is one dimensional, we say that M is semisimple. We assume throughout that the characteristic of the underlying ground field is p > 0. Let a be an endomorphism of M. Let Ga = {g £ G\a(g) = g} and Ma = {x £ M\a(x) = x}. Define 1 -a : G -+ G by (\-a)(g) = ga(g)~x . Yor_X CM ,\e\ Xa = {x £ X\o(x) = x}. If G =T is a torus we say that M = T is a F-monoid. We denote by X(T) and X(T) the character group and monoid of F and F, respectively. Proof of (a). Let f £ Ea, and let Z = ClG(f) = {gfg~x\g £ G}. Then a(Z) = Z . But then G xZ ^> Z is transitive and a acts as in [19] . Thus by [19,1, 2.7(b) ] Ga x Za -y Za is transitive, and so Za is finite. But the number of such Z 's is finite. Hence, Ea is finite. Finally, Ma = GaEaGa is finite.
Proof of (c). We have Ma -GaEaGa ■ If o(e) = e then a(L) = L where L = CG(e). Thus, there exists F ç Bo ç L, a maximal torus and Borel subgroup respectively, such that a(T) = T and ct(Po) = Po-But also a(Ru(CG(e))) = Ru(CG(e)). Now F = B0Ru(CrG(e)) is a Borel subgroup of G, and a(B) = B .
Hence we have found a pair (T, B) such that a(T) ç T, a(B) ç B, T ç B and F ç CG(e). Hence A = {/ £ E(T) \ B C CG(f)} is a cross section lattice of M such that a(A) ç A and e £ Aa. From the proof of (a) we know that if e, f £ Ma are conjugate in M then they are conjugate in M". So Proof of (e). This is another application of [19] . Let e, f £ Ea , eM f in Ma .
Then e¿% f in M. Thus G x Z -* Z is transitive, where Z = ClG(e) = ClG(f). Since Cc(e) is connected, Ga x Za -+ Zff is transitive.
Proof of (f). If e £ Aa and P = C¿(<?) then [/ = ^"(P),. But Ru(P)e = Remark 4.6. One can use Corollary 4.5 to obtain a formula for the order of Ma [17] . One could probably refine that formula significantly. Our task now is to construct, for each finite group Ga of Lie type a monoid Ma (for some reductive monoid M with a : M -> M) with the following properties:
(1) G(Ma) is a central extension of Ga . (2) The map e y-y CGa(e) = Pi(e) induces an order preserving bijection from Act^O} to 2r. Here Y is the set of simple involutions relative to Ta and Ba , and 1(e) CY is such that CG (e) = BaWI{e)Ba . By the results of [13] one can obtain reductive algebraic monoids with these properties by choosing a high weight in general position. The resulting monoid is a cone on the canonical compactification. This compactification was introduced in [6] because of its superior intersection theoretic properties. For most pairs (G, a) the construction of M as above is straightforward, but for (G, a) of Ree or Suzuki type, one cannot use a semisimple monoid, because the requirement that a : M -y M be a finite morphism would imply that a2(t) = tp2a+1 for all t £ Z(G(M))° and some a > 0. This is not possible.
Suppose that G is a simple algebraic group and a : G -> G is of Chevalley or Steinberg type. So if a(T) = T and a(B) = B then a*(a) = qp*(a) for all a £ A where p : G -y G is some outer automorphism (p -id is allowed) such that p(T) = T and p(B) = B . Let (X, O) be the root system of G x k* where X = X(T) e Z, and <P C X(T) is the set of roots of G. Choose a dominant weight X = Yfi=x a¡Xi such that a*(x) = qX and a¡ > 0 for all i. Let (X, 1) e X and extend a* to X via o¡(p, y) -(a*(p.), qy). Then aj" is induced from ax : G x k* -> G x k*, ax(g, t) = (a(g), tq). Let C ç X be the smallest polyhedral cone containing {(w(X), l\w £ W}. Then C is W-invariant and cr*(C) -qC. By Proof. By [1,1.18] , the standard parabolics of Ga are {Pa | F 2 B and a(P) = P} . Conversely, Aff = {eeA| a(e) = e} = {e £ A\ cr(CG(e)) = CG(e)} . Hence ACT\{0} -> 2r is bijective, and order preserving since by [13, Lemma 4.12] , A\{0} -y {P | P 2 F} is order preserving. This proves (a). For (b) it suffices to prove the corresponding statement for M, since for e £ ACT\{0} , GeG n Ma -GaeGa ■ Let e0 £ A\{0} be the minimal element.
Since Cw(eo) = {1}, it follows that A\{0} = {/ e E(T) | fe0 = e0f = e0}. Finally the authors would like to thank the referee for useful suggestions.
